A variety of recent studies have shown that extratropical heating anomalies can be 20 remarkably effective at causing meridional shifts in the intertropical convergence zone 21 (ITCZ). But what latitudinal location of forcing is most effective at shifting the ITCZ? In a 22
series of aquaplanet simulations with the GFDL AM2 model, we show that high latitude 23 forcing actually causes a larger shift in the ITCZ than when equivalent surface forcing is 24 applied in the tropics. We run equivalent simulations with an idealized general circulation 25 model (GCM) without cloud-or water vapor-feedbacks, where the ITCZ response instead 26 becomes weaker the farther the forcing is from the equator, indicating radiative feedbacks 27 must be important in AM2. 28 In the absence of radiative feedbacks, the tendency for anomalies to decrease in 29 importance the farther away they are from the equator is due to the quasi-diffusive nature of 30 energy transports. Cloud shortwave responses in AM2 act to strengthen the ITCZ response to 31 extratropical forcing, amplifying the response as it propagates towards the equator. These Much of the precipitation in the tropics occurs within a narrow zonal band of high rainfall 42 3 known as the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Because small changes in the position 43 of the ITCZ can greatly perturb local precipitation, it is important to understand how the 44 ITCZ may respond to external thermal forcing. 45 Since the ITCZ is often thought to be controlled by tropical mechanisms (e.g., Xie 2004), 46 recent studies that have demonstrated that the ITCZ can respond to heating well outside the 47 tropics have drawn significant attention. For example, Chiang and Bitz (2005) showed that 48 the marine ITCZ shifts away from the hemisphere with increasing high latitude ice cover. The experiments are designed to examine the efficiency of surface thermal forcing on 80 shifting the ITCZ depending on its meridional position. The control climate with no flux 81 adjustment is perturbed by prescribing heating in the mixed layer in the NH and cooling of 82 equal magnitude in the SH (Fig. 1a ). The meridional position of thermal forcing (H) with 10˚ 83 latitudinal width is systematically varied as follows:
Since the global mean of H is zero, it can be described in terms of an implied meridional 
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The zonal-mean precipitation between 30°S-30°N in both models is shown in Fig. 2a , b. 97 The tropical precipitation shifts toward the warmer NH not only in response to tropical 98 thermal forcing but also to extratropical thermal forcing, consistent with previous studies (e.g. 99 Broccoli et al. 2006; K08). This behavior is different in the two models however. In GRaM, 100 tropical precipitation is perturbed more effectively by tropical thermal forcing ( Fig. 2a ), while 101 AM2 is perturbed more effectively by extratropical thermal forcing (Fig. 2b ). This stark 102 difference is better shown in Fig. 3a , which shows the latitude of the ITCZ for varying ! ! in 103 both models. The largest displacement of the ITCZ occurs when ! ! =10 in GRaM and when 104 ! ! =60 in AM2. Fig. 3a also shows that the displacement of the ITCZ is larger in AM2 than in 105 GRaM for all cases, a fact that was previously attributed to the presence of water vapor and The ITCZ response is closely linked to the response of the cross-equatorial atmospheric 108 energy transport (K08). The energy budget for the atmospheric column in steady-state is AET when ! ! > 20. (Fig. 3) . 164 In contrast to the extratropical cloud responses, the tropical cloud responses associated 165 with the ITCZ shift acts to counteract the imposed thermal forcing in AM2: the changes in 166 CRF in all cases in Fig. 5a exhibit cooling (warming) in the NH (SH) tropics. This is because, 167 in AM2, the shortwave forcing following the ITCZ shift is larger than the longwave forcing 168 associated with high cloud amount changes (Kang et al. 2013). Hence, when the thermal 169 forcing is located in the tropics (Fig. 4c) , cloud effects act to counteract the imposed forcing. 170 Because of these opposing effects of cloud responses on altering the effective strength of the 171 imposed forcing in the tropical and extratropical forcing cases, the compensation C in the 172 tropics in AM2 becomes larger as the forcing is located farther away from the equator. If only 173 these cloud effects were to cause the difference between the tropical and extratropical forcing 174 cases, the difference of C between the two cases should have been much greater than that 175 9 shown in Fig. 3 . For instance, the cloud effects of the case with ! ! =80 amplify the effective 176 strength of imposed forcing by 2.7PW more compared with ! ! =10 case, which would result 177 in 150% larger C, but in fact C is larger by 50%. This is because larger changes in the clear-178 sky radiative fluxes have an opposing effect on compensation in the extratropical forcing 179 cases (Fig. 4d) , which we investigate next. 180 The lower panels in Fig. 2 show that the sea surface temperature (SST) response becomes 181 larger as the external thermal forcing is imposed farther away from the tropics. In particular, forcing is more effective at shifting the ITCZ than tropical forcing. 215 The results from AM2 are the applicable ones to Earth's climate; the simulations with 216 GRaM were run to understand the role of dynamical processes versus radiative feedbacks. 217 Thus our study suggests that extratropical factors can be even more important than local 
